
Naam : 

Adres :

Postcode :

Woonplaats :

Land :

Ligplaats boot :

E-mail :

Telefoonnummer :

Datum :

aantal en 
enkel of 

dubbel glas

soort vast, 
klap, schuif

(schuif is enkel glas)

breedte x 
hoogte

kleur glas kleur profiel verstek-
hoeken

kattenrug
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Measurement instruction for TOPwindows marine windows with condensation-free PVC profiles
The measurement you are going to perform is not the measurement from which the windows are 
produced. The sizes are meant to offer you a quote. The exact measurement is done by the 
TOPwindows engineers at your location with digital measuring equipment. This gives you a 
customized size guarantee.

We would like to have a measurement of you per window, namely the largest width and the highest 
height of the window you want to replace. If there is a bevel on a window, measure the widest width 
and the highest height.

Furthermore, we would like to know if miter or curved corners are desired in the window and
whether curved parts (arched top) are needed in the profile of the window.

Of course you also specify your wishes per window. Will it be a fixed or open window, single  with or 
double glazed? Of course, sliding windows are also possible. These are only available in single glass.
The thickness of the glass can be adjusted. The sizes are 6 or 8 mm tempered glass.

You can choose from 5 different profile colors at no additional cost. You can choose from:
light gray (alu-look), anthracite gray, cream (RAL 9001), dark blue (RAL 5011) and black (RAL 9005).

Of course, the hardened glass (ISO 614) is available in various shades. The glass is available in
the colors: clear, gray, bronze, green and blue.

We would also like to hear these choices from you so that we can offer you a complete quotation.
If you have different wishes, please let us know.

On the next page you will find a form that you can print and complete. Once you have completed the 
form, you can scan or photograph it and send it by e-mail to nico@boatglass.eu.
Perhaps it is also possible to add a photo of the boat.

You will then receive a quote as soon as possible.

If you have any questions, please let us know.

marine windows, cabin windows, windscreens, deck and  sliding hatches, portlights, doors and specials for all kind of vessels



Name : 

Address :

ZIP :

Place of residence :

Country :

Boat moored  :

E-mail :

Phone number :

Date :

Number and
single or 

double glass

kind
(fixed, sliding, 

hinged)

Width 
x 

height

Color glass color frame Mitred 
corners 

(Y/N)

Arched top

TOPwindows, marine windows with 100% condensation free frames!
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NOTES SEE BACK
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